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homomorphic embeddings of pattern P are represented with polynomial:
 - each embedding a term
 - each network vertex v  V(G) → x
v
 
 - pattern can be represented by circuit of size O( |V(G)| |V(P)| )
 - non-multilineair term are non-isomorphic
Use                  algebra as target value:
 - one embedding ↔ one term
 - squares (or higher) are evaluated to zero
 - randomized approach: 
T(e) ≠ 0 → isomorphic embedding of P in G
T(e) = 0 → Pr [no isomorphic embedding of P in G] < δ
with k = |V(P)|, l = 3 + log
2
k
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GQS building blocks
Query operator:  - represents a pattern P
 - with a target value function T
 - works on a network G
 - outputs a stream (e, T(e)):
      e is an embedding of P in G ∧ T(e) ≠ 0
 - can be based on child query operators
Query Plan: Rooted directed acyclic graph of query operators
Query operator categories:
  ● List operator: list embedding of vertices or edges
  ● Extend operator: extends a child operator by adding a new vertex
  ● Select operator: Filters the stream of embedding based on a criterium
  ● Join operator: Joins two child operators on a subset of their pattern vertices
  ● Project operator: Removes pattern vertices from output stream → stream cardinality reduction
GF2 algebra for subgraph isomorphism
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GQS properties
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[ Koutis I, Williams R (2009) Limits and applications of group algebras for parameterized problems ]
Motivation
Homomorphism and subgraph isomorphism are NP-complete
Basic complexity: For a network G and a pattern P of bounded treewidth with treewidth(P) ≤ fixed parameter w:
 - homomorphism: polynomial in V(G) and V(P), exponential in w
 - subgraph isomorphism: polynomial in V(G), exponential in w, mildly exponential in |V(P)| ~ O(2|V(P)|)
Efficient query system for homomorphism and subgraph isomorphism
 - C++ templated system → compile your query
 - preliminary tests on runtime efficiency:
 Automatic compiled query ≈ manually written query
In pipeline:
 - query plan optimizations
 - search query plan space for most efficient query plan
A query plan outputs a stream of  embeddings of pattern P under homomorphism
